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City of Aberdeen Distillery and Gin School launches Lemon Zingle Gin – the ultimate summer gin 
08/07/2020 

 

Our Head Distiller Alan, at the City of Aberdeen Distillery, has developed a number of new and 

exciting recipes that will be steadily revealed over the next few months.  There will be both 

traditional gins and fruit based gins in the line-up – all of which are fully flavoured and true 

Aberdeen Gins – distilled, bottled and labelled right here in the city. 

The first gin to kick off the new range is Lemon Zingle Gin. 

Zingle is a play on two words that we use to describe the unique flavour profile – Zest and Tingle.  

Using advanced distilling techniques and ingredients sourced from the other side of the world – 

Lemon Zingle Gin is the ultimate summer gin – a traditional juniper forward gin, quickly followed by 

a zing of lively citrus and a tingle of subtle sherbet flavours.  It’s an excitingly refreshing gin. 

As with all our traditional gins – it’s an Aberdeen distilled, London Dry Gin, made using traditional 

distilling methods.  No sugar has been added. 

Lemon Zingle Gin will be making its debut appearance at the Banchory Lodge Hotel on the weekend 

of Saturday 11th July – visitors to the event will be the amongst the first to sample the city’s latest 

gin.  The gin is available to purchase on the day. 

The Banchory Lodge Hotel is launching its Alfresco dining and is playing host to The Wandering 

Bartender who is using his mixologist skills to create four cocktails on the day.  His gin, The 

Wandering Gin, will also be available to buy - this gin was designed by Mark at the Gin School and 

distilled at the City of Aberdeen Distillery.  This gin is designed to be the perfect cocktail gin. 

The Wandering Gin is available in 70cl size, the distillery’s Rhubarb Gin  (Jammy edition) in 50cl, and 

Lemon Zingle Gin in 20cl bottles - £34.99, £24.99, £11.99 respectively. 

The distillery continues to sell the popular Chocolate & Mint Gin and also our Fresh Gin. 

Lemon Zingle Gin is available to purchase here 

https://cityofaberdeendistillery.co.uk/products/aberdeen-gin-lemon-zingle-gin 
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